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"La Barbara brings a magnetic stage presence to the state of high art."
-San Francisco Chronicle.
"Lita Albuquerque creates surreal, intuitive landscapes, with a romantic, evocative
sense of wonder and awe."-Artweek
"Barbara Karp elegantly creates in Berliner Traume the romantic atmosphere of railway stations and airports the way we remember them in old movies, effectively conveying the emotional terrain of the visitor/traveler."-Artweek .
Steina's imagery has a sensual quality, evoking the physicality of landscape, revealing the essence of natural phenomena.
The remarkable vocalistlcomposerJoan La Barbara joins forces with noted video
artist Steina, renowned opera, film and theater directors Barbara Karp; and Lito
Albuquerque whose stunning output ranges from sculpture, painting and projections to performance; in an evening of collaborative works staged for CC4's entire
space, with the audience following the performance in this multi-faceted journey.
The evening will begin with Vocal Windows, an interactive voice/video piece in
which La Barbara's live vocalizations continuously reshape Steina's video images,
followed by the La Barbara, Karp, Albuquerque collaborations Berliner Trbume and
Winds of the Canyon. Berliner Traume is a reflection of La Barbara's memories,
impressions and experiences of Berlin, combining aural associations with imagery,
and history with memory and dream. Winds of the Canyon, inspired by the Corn
Dance at Santo Domingo Pueblo is "a piece with strong visual impact and sensitive
inner strength . . . capturing the spiritual significance of the Indian
way. . ."-Variety.

Friday, Saturday & Sunday

August 28, 29 & 30 at 8 PM
Center for Contemporary Arts
291 East Barcelona Road, 1/2 block West of Old Pecos Ttnil in Santa Fe. 982-1338

Tickets $7 Available in advance and at the door
This event is made possible in part by funds from the National Endowment for the Arts, the New Mexico Arts Divison, and the
Members of CCA . CCA Business Sponsors: The Bank of Santa, First Interstate Bank, Banquest First National, Mountain Bell.

